Structure of polyelectrolyte complexes by Brownian dynamics simulation: effects of the bond length asymmetry of the polyelectrolytes.
Brownian dynamics simulations were performed to study the structure of polyelectrolyte complexes formed by two flexible, oppositely charged polyelectrolyte chains. The distribution of monomers in the complex as well as the radius of gyration and structure factor of complexes and individual polyelectrolytes are reported. These structural properties were calculated for polyelectrolyte chains with equal number of monomers, keeping constant the bond length of the negative chain and increasing the bond length of the positive chain. This introduces an asymmetry in the length of the chains that modulates the final structure of the complexes. In the symmetric case the distribution of positive and negative monomers in the complex are identical, producing clusters that are locally and globally neutral. Deviations from the symmetric case lead to nonuniform, asymmetric monomer distributions, producing net charge oscillations inside the complex and large changes in the radius of gyration of the complex and individual chains. From the radius of gyration of the polyelectrolyte chains it is shown that the positive chain is much more folded than the negative chain when the chains are asymmetric, which is also confirmed through the scaling behavior of the structure factors.